
Al Nasr is really enthusiastic to have been a part of
this prestigious project, thus having the opportunity to
place its elegant and refined materials in this sought
contest and in turn being a passive contributor in pro-
moting Peace and Liberty, oriented towards the spirit
of moving forward.  Al Nasr is very proud to be in-
volved in such noteworthy projects such as Gate
Project, Seoul, Louvre Museum, Abu Dhabi
and the Tuwaiq Sculpture Symposium, Riyadh
that promote equality, inter-country workmanship and
portray the wonders of the ancient civilizations to the
modern society thereby preserving the beauty for the
future generations to see.

Al Nasr Marble for the Gate Project, 
South Korea

projects have seen ILSHINSTONE as a trusted rep-
resentative of Al Nasr for Omani Marble.
Al Nasr participated in the first Tuwaiq Interna-
tional Sculpture Symposium that started in early
2019 in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It
featured the works of 23 artists from 18 different coun-
tries.   The goal of the symposium was to create an
environment in which artists could share techniques,
collaborate with one another, and promote a sense of
camaraderie. The sculptors assisted each other in cre-
ating their artworks despite the language barriers be-
tween them.  Al Nasr is proud to have been a part
of this event.
Al Nasr Marble is proud to have had the honour of
supplying Marble in the details of approximately
25,000 m2 of N.W.P comprising of various sizes
of cubes and cut-to-size as per the project requirement.
These cubes were then sculpted accordingly to the de-
sign specifications by the leading sculpture firm
Yongam Stone. Al Nasr material “N.W.P” is used
for many big projects in South East Asia.

Al Nasr has grown into a top manufacturing profession-
ally managed company, the factory of 250,000 Sqm
with Third Generation machinery producing Omani Mar-
ble Slabs & Tiles with number of quarries functioning.  Al
Nasr installed 25 Gang Saw lines for the production of
Marble Slabs reaching its daily production capacity to
10,000 m2 & 65 Nos of Block cutters reaching its
daily Tiles production capacity of 15,000 m2. These
machineries are all imported from Italy.  

AL-NASR MARBLE

T he Gate project known as “Cheonilmun” is
located in Cheongpyung, Gyunggido,
Korea around 50 minutes from Seoul.  The pur-

pose of building this structure is to spread the message
of Liberty, Peace, Unification and Happiness.
The structure is 20.2 meters high and 22.9 meters
wide.  Flying swans are depicted on the structure
which is the symbol of the Unification Church
Group, the client of this project.  Currently, it is in the
construction phase and it is expected to be completed
in the first quarter of 2020.  Once completed , it will
be a state of art architectural beauty and a world –
class monument, comprising of very intricate architec-
tural details that provide individual meaning to each
and every design , symbol and text. It is located
amidst lush green mountains providing the passers-by
with a serene panoramic view of the surroundings.
This structure will be a one of its kind future landmark.
The project is been constructed by one of the leading
construction company, Sunwon Construction Co. (
a part of Unification Church Group).  Sunwon
Construction Co., Ltd. is based in South Korea, with the
head office in Cheonan. It operates in the Heavy and
Civil Engineering Construction industry. The company
was established on May 29, 2000.  They have con-
structed mega projects in Korea and around the world.
Al Nasr has collaborated with ILSHINSTONE, a
leader in Natural Stone and leading group of compa-
nies in Korea.  The collaboration dates back to 12
years.  The most recent project being the Skybay
Hotel Project in Gyeongpo, South Korea. These
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